Introduction. This note is essentially concerned with the classification of truncated polynomial algebras of height ^ 3 which arise in the Z2-cohomology rings of CW-complexes with finite skeletons, where there are not more than five generators and these occur in even dimensions. The precise definition of truncated polynomial algebra is given in §5. The approach is to generalize the F-theoretic methods of [7] . To assist in this classification, we define a simple generalization of the Steenrod squares for the (22-cohomology rings of finite complexes whose integral homology is free of 2-torsion, where Q2 is the ring of rationals with odd denominators. These are not cohomology operations as they only satisfy generalized naturality properties, but under favourable conditions they provide information which it does not seem possible to obtain using either primary or secondary cohomology operations. The treatment of these generalized cohomology operations given in this note is not complete ; only those properties are considered which are needed for the immediate applications. In later papers the author hopes to extend both the theory and the applications of these generalized operations as indicated
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All the additive and several of the multiplicative results given in this paper have quite precise analogues for odd primes. These are not considered here, as the most elegant treatment of the corresponding generalized reduced power operations for odd primes involves the use of theorems of J. F. Adams which have not yet been published.
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1. Statement of results. Let X be a connected finite CW-complex which supports the structure of an TT-space, that is, for which there exists a continuous map m: Xx X^> X, with unit. A classical theorem of Hopf says that the rational cohomology ring H*{X, Q) is an exterior algebra on odd-dimensional generators. The number of such generators is called the rank of X, the dimensions in which they occur, the type of X. Thus U{3) has rank 3 and type (1, 3, 5) .
The F/-space map induces a comultiplication on the ring H*{X, Q) which gives it the structure of an associative, commutative, connected, graded Hopf algebra. Theorem 1.2. Let H*(Y,Z2) be a truncated polynomial algebra of height ^3 on not more than five generators all with even dimensions. Then the set of dimensions of the generators is a union of sets taken from (2), (A), (8) , (4, 6) , (4, 8) , (4, 6, 8) , (4, 8, 12) , (4, 6, 8, 10) , (4, 8, 12, 16) , (4, 6, 8, 10, 12) or (A, 8, 12, 16, 20) .
For each rational number q let v2(q) be the exponent of 2 when q is expressed as a product of powers of distinct primes. A significant step in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the next rather technical result. The plan of what follows is this. In §2, an axiomatic description of those properties of the generalized Steenrod squares which are needed, is given, and in §3, some applications are made. In §4 multiplications are introduced and the long §5 is concerned with the classification of truncated polynomial algebras. In §6, Theorem 1.1 is deduced from the results of §5.
O Dr. R. Douglas and Dr. F. Sigrist have recently announced their independent proof of this result.
M <g> Q, for each k.
We call such an M, a ^-module over Q2. The application is to take M-K{X, Q2), where Xis a finite complex whose integral homology is free of 2-torsion. K{X, Q2) is unitary F-theory with Q2 coefficients, defined by taking the tensor product of the integral F-theory of [11] with Q2. We filter K{X, Q2) with the CW-filtration. The standard spectral sequence of [11] , modified to take into account the coefficients, collapses, since H*{X, Q2) is torsion free. Thus H2n{X, Q2) s K2n{X, Q2)/K2n+i(X, Q2).
Set Ml = K2i{X, Q2) = K2i_i(X, Q2) and >f>k as the Adams operators of [4] . Then N,£MtIMi+'iZH«iX,QJ.
Lemma 2.1. M=K(X, Q2) is a ^-module over Q2.
Proof. The only point which needs to be discussed is A3. The other facts are either trivial or well known. Given u0 e Mn, we show that there exist elements u¡eMn+i, l£i¿h, such that u = Ji0áiSh2~'ut satisfies the condition ch u e H2n(X, Q). Here ch is the extension of the Chern character to K(X, Q). The result will then follow from §2 of [7] for if K(X, Q) and Hevm(X, Q) are identified by means of the Chern character, H2n{X, Q) is an eigenspace of </>* corresponding to the eigenvalue kn.
Therefore suppose that there exists an element u of the required form such that ch u e H2n{X, Q) mod 2i6m H2'{X, Q). This is certainly true for m=n+1 and so as inductive hypothesis suppose that it is true for m<q=n+s.
Theorem 1 of [3] implies that 2s ch2s u e ixH2q(X, Q2), where i: Q2 -> Q is the inclusion map and ch24 is the 2i7th component of ch. Thus there exists an element wq e K2q(X, Q2) with ch2a wq=2s ch2? u. Replace us by us-wq; then with the new us, chue H2n(X, Q) mod 2iä« H2'(X, Q), which completes the inductive step and therefore the proof of the lemma. We return to the general situation.
Lemma 2.2. Let M=M1@M2 be a ^-module over Q2 with ^(M^M1 for each k; then the quotient module M2 is a >pk-module over Q2.
The proof is clear.
The next three lemmas are all simple consequences of the axioms Al, A2 and A3.
Lemma 2.3. Mn n (Mn+S 0 Q) = Mn+s.
Proof. Mn+S is a direct summand in Mn and so the result follows.
Lemma 2.4. Let u0 e M"; then ^k(u0)=knu0 mod Mn+1.
Proof. <pk(u0)=knu0 mod Mn+1 <S> Q, by A3. The result follows from Lemma 2.3 since M is free.
Let /s: A/s->yVs be the quotient map. We now explain why Al is called the splitting condition.
Lemma 2.5. There exists an isomorphism J: N -> M of filtered Q2-modules such that J(NS)<= Ms and the composition of J: Ns -* Ms with Is: Afs ->-yVs is the identity map on Ns.
Proof. Let xx, x2,..., xt be a homogeneous base for yV over Q2. Let ult u2,..., ut be any elements of M such that Is(Ui)=xt, where x¡ e yVs, 1 = z'= t. Then the linear map defined by setting J(xt) = uu 1 = z'=i is an isomorphism of the required type.
Let /: yV->M be a particular choice for the splitting given by Lemma 2.5. The linear maps 0£:yV->-yV are defined by requiring that the diagram (2.1) commutes.
(ii) Let y i and zt be two choices for the xt, so.y = 2osiss 2_i.Vi andz = 2osisr2-iz( satisfy <bk]{y) = kny and 0¡?(z) = fcnz. Let i=r be the smallest r with y^z,; then r > 0, by Lemma 2.6.
020>-z) = O2{2-'0v-Zr)}mod 2 ^n+< 8 Q ¡>r = 2n-'{yr-zr)mod 2 Nn+i®Q.
Or
But 02(>'r-zr) = 2'v+r(vr-zr)mod2i>r7Vn+i<8) Q, by Lemma 2.6. Therefore yr=zr-Define homomorphisms S]: TVn-> TVn+, by setting SJx0=x". These are the generalized Steenrod squares of the Introduction, and it will be shown that they satisfy properties somewhat analogous to the usual Steenrod squares.
Let 5,(0 = 2^0 5?<* and let g,(r) = 2«äo Qjt" be its formal inverse. Also let Rj{*l *) = 2a5o R3{k)f = S,{2-1t)QJ{k2-1t). When there can be no confusion concerning which splitting J we are using, we omit the suffix J in all the above notations.
Lemma 2.9. When Ofc is restricted to Nn, O* = knR{l, k) = kn 2 R"{k)-«so Proof. Let x0 e TVn; then Q'{xo) eNn+j. Therefore O"{5(2-1)Ôi(x0)} = kn+'S{2-í)Q'{x0) = B,.
Considering 2ya0 2_íFy, we obtain O*(x0) = Â:"^-1)/^ 2"(Â:iô,(xo)l = /tnS(2-1)ß(2"1A:)(x0) = *»Ä(1 ;*)(*").
The S" have been constructed from the <fik, but Lemma 2.9 enables us to reverse this process. Therefore, given homomorphisms S": TVn ->-Nn+q, from them we can construct Ofc and hence >pk. Theorem 2.10. M is a <¡>k-module over Q2 if and only if knRq{k){Nn)^Nn+q,for all «, q and k.
Proof. The necessity of the condition follows immediately from the last lemma.
Conversely
if A:n(F5(rc))(TVn)c:Arn+,, Ofc(x0) = rcnF(l; k){x0), for x0 e TVn, is well defined and is contained in 2iän 7V¡. Therefore 0* is filtration preserving. Also
OmOk(x0) = kn{R{l; m){mnR°{k) + mn+1R1{k)+ ■ ■ ■ +mn+sRs{k)+ ■ ■ -)}(x0) = knmn{R{l ; m)R(m; k)}(x0) = (A:m)nF(l ; km)(x0).
Therefore ^m0fc(T(xo))=^""i:(T(xo)), which is sufficient to prove A2.
[July Finally we consider A3 :
Therefore, GW'Xxo)) = /VF(l;/c)S(2-1/c)(x0) = /c"5(2-1)(x0).
This proves A3 for all elements of the form /(x0) with x0 e yVn, and the general result quickly follows.
Theorem 2.10 implies that the component of Ofc(x0) in dimension n+q is /cnF?(/c)(x0) = kn2-q(S" + kSq-1Q1+-■ ■ +k"Qq)(xQ)
where x0 e yVn. Therefore we set T](k) = 2qRj(k). It follows from the definition of Q"
The following corollary to Theorem 2.10 is immediate.
Corollary 2.11 (Generalized Adem Relations). Let k be an odd integer. Then
This result is the main technical tool of this paper, but before discussing it one further relation is established.
Lemma 2.12. T(k) = ( 1 -kq)Sq -2i ¿, é q -1 k'T -\k)S'.
Proof. R(t;k) = S(2-1t)Q(2-1kt) and so R(t;k)S(ß~1kt) = S(2-1t). Equating the coefficients of t", the result follows. Now consider Corollary 2.11. Let k be an odd integer and first take q = 2. Then F2(/c) = 0mod4, or S2+kS1Q1 + k2Q2=0 mod 4 and so, by the definition of Q2, (l-k2)S2+k(l-k)S1Q1=0modA. Taking /c=-lmod4 it follows that S1Q1 =0 mod 2 or S1S1 = 0 mod 2. Now let q = 3 and obtain F3(/c)=0 mod 8, or
Again taking /c=-lmod4, deduce that S'3 + 5'1ß2=0 mod 4 and hence S3 = S1S'2 mod 2. If we put q=A, we would obtain the relations S1S3=0 mod 2 and S2S2 = S3S1 mod 2. These of course correspond to certain Adem relations in the mod 2 Steenrod algebra, J&(2). The identification of S" mod 2 with Sq29 will follow from the next lemma. However though j/(2)^j/(2)/(Sq1), Corollary 2.11 does not imply all the Adem relations. It is not true for example that S1Si + SiS1 = 5'25'3 mod 2. To see this let M= Q2 © Q2 ® Q2 ® Q2 ® Q2 with Nt = Q2 generated by x(_4 for z'=5, 7, 8, 9 or 10 and yV¡=0 otherwise. Set (a) S1x3=xi, S1xi=0 otherwise; (b) S2x1 = x3, 5,2x4=x6 but S2x3 = 0; (c) S3Xx=Xi and 5, 3x3=0; (d) Six1 = 0; and (e) 55Xj. = 0. It is a simple matter to check that the conditions of Theorem 2.10 are satisfied, but S1^4 + S*SV S2S3 mod 2. We shall not consider here precisely which relations are obtained. If one defines <a*"(2) using the relations mod 2 implied by Corollary 2.11 in a manner analogous to the definition of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra using the Adem relations, then one obtains an associative, graded algebra, generated as an algebra by S2' mod 2, i^O; but as we have seen above there are fewer relations connecting these generators than in the Steenrod algebra.
Lemma 2.13. (a) Let u0 e Mn; then there exist elements u, e Mn+t, 0^/^«, such that >ji2{uo) = 2osisn 2n_iy¡ and u0-v0e
Mn+ v (b) Let x0 e Nn; then there exist elements y{ eTVn+f, O^i^s for some s, such that ®%Xo) = Zoéiâs2n~'yi> where x0=y0 and2n-'yteNn+i.
(c) S9j{x0)=yq mod 2, 0 g i g s.
Proof. Part (b) follows from Lemma 2.9, part (a) follows from part (b) and part (c) follows from Lemma 2.9. It remains to prove (d).
Since Tn(H0) = Xo» J{x0) = u0 + Uo, where w¿eMn+1. Suppose that 02(w¿) = 2oáisn+i 2n + 1-iH'i+1, where w, e Mn+i; then 0%/(xo)) = 2 2-i(l;i+2wi+1) + wn+2.
OSfSn Therefore 2n-'J{yi)=2n-iVi mod {2n+1-iM+Mn+1_i}, from which it follows that >'i=Tn+i(t;i)mod2.
It is a consequence of (c) and (d) that S^Xo) mod 2 is independent of the particular choice óf 7 for 0^/'^«. Also from (b) and (c) it follows that S]{x0) = 0 mod 2, for q > n. If we consider the particular case of a ^-module over Q2 described in Lemma 2.1, it follows from the results of [9], see especially Proposition 5.6, that SJ mod 2, restricted to TV ® Z2, is just the Steenrod square Sq2î. This identification can, of course, also be obtained from [3] .
3. Applications. In this section some theorems are proved using the results of the last section. In particular, the proof of Theorem 1.4 is given.
Lemma 3.1. Let k be an odd integer; then v¿k*-i) ^ I, ift ¥= 0 mod 2 2+v2(r), ift = 0 mod 2.
Moreover the equality is attained in the following cases, (i) t is even and k is a generator of G8/( + 1), (ii) t is odd and k is a generator of G4, where Gn is the group of units in the integers modulo n.
Proof. For a detailed proof and explanation of this lemma, we refer to §2 of [5] . Let Sr* be written for S' mod 2. We remind the reader of the following result.
Proof. Corollary 2.11 and Lemma 2.12 imply that (1 -kn)Sn(Nn)=0 mod 2n for odd k. The result follows from Lemma 3.1, since 2+v2(«) = « implies that « = 1, 2 or 4.
We now generalize this result to obtain Theorem 1.4. Theorem 3.3. Suppose that if q is even yVn+,_s is zero for l^s^2+v2(q), andifq is odd Nn+q-x is zero. Then Sr': yVn (g) Z2->yVn+, (g) Z2 is zero.
Proof. Write q-z = i=fl-1 for the two ranges mentioned above where yVn+s is zero. Lemma 2.12 implies that on yV"
and if k is odd Corollary 2.11 says that T(k)=0 mod 2'. The result now follows from Lemma 3.1 as did Lemma 3.2.
In particular, if we consider the case of a ^-module discussed in Lemma 2.1, and use the identification of S'mod 2 and Sq2i mentioned after Lemma 2.13, this is just Theorem 1.4, at least for finite complexes.
The particular choice of the splitting J has played no part in the argument so far. We now show how certain simplifications can be effected by restricting the choice of F Let xl5 x2,..., xm be a homogeneous base for yV, and let x¡ be an element of this base of dimension «. Then we shall choose J such that if 02(x,) = 2i s ¡ s m otx{, then 2n divides a nonzero a¡ only if z'=r. Suppose that 02(x¡) is of the required form mod 2i>n+r Nt. This is certainly true for r = 0 by Lemma 2.6, and so as induction hypothesis assume that it is true for r<q. Let as be divisible by 2" where xs has dimension n+q. The elements /(x¡), 1 = z'^»j, form a base for M over Q2, and the coefficient of J(xs) in ip2{J(xt) + À/(xs)}, when expressed in terms of this base, is as + 2n+q\, using Lemma 2.4. Therefore if we define a new splitting by setting K(xt)=J(xt) + U(xs) and K(x¡)=J(xt) otherwise, and let X = (2n-2n+q)-1as, which lies in Q2, the coefficient of K(xs) in 4>2(K(xt)) is zero, when expressed in terms of the base K(x¡), l^i^m.
We can perform this operation simultaneously for each xs of dimension n+q with corresponding as divisible by 2". Therefore we have produced a splitting with Of^x,) of the required form mod 2i>n+« Ni, which completes the induction step and proves the result.
As an application of this idea, consider the following situation. Let x1; x2,..., xs be a base for the vector subspace of yV (g> Z2 which is the kernel of Sr1 and extend this base over the whole of yV <g> Z2, x1;..., xs, px, ■ ■ -, pt-Since Q2 is a local ring, we may lift this base to a base of yV, xx, ■ ■ ■, xs, yu..., yt. The above modification of the splitting is performed simultaneously for each element of the base, which is clearly possible. Now 0? = 2n 2(ao #r(2) and F}(2)=2-1(l-2)5} when we restrict to TVn. It follows that 5'}(x()=0,1 ^í^s,andS}(vy) = 21SiSsa,yXi + 2ls,áí|Sjy.yj, where all nonzero a,y and ßtl are not divisible by 2. But S}S}=0 mod 2 and so S/Giáisí AyJ'i} is zero mod 2 which is impossible unless all j8(i are zero. In particular, we have shown that there exists a splitting 7 such that SjSj=0.
Lemma 3.4. Let v2{q)=\, but qi=2. If Sr""3 x=Sr«"2 x=Sr?-1 x=0 /«TV® Z2, r«e« Sr« x=0. Proof . Let x e TV be a Q2 representative for x. Corollary 2.11 and Lemma 2.12 imply that for odd k
and, by the remarks preceding this lemma, we may assume that S1S1=0. Therefore
(1 -k*)Sqx = k^-^l-kyS1^-^ mod 16
and by alternately putting A:=3 and k = 5, it is apparent that this is only possible if 5'«x=0 mod 2, that is, Sr« x=0.
The last few results would suggest that we consider secondary and higher order cohomology operations, and in general try and establish a more invariant approach to the SJ. Such questions are left for another occasion.
4. The multiplicative structure. Suppose now that M is not just a i/^-module over Q2, but in addition it also possesses a multiplication. More precisely let M satisfy the three further axioms :
A4. M is a commutative filtered ring, that is, M is a commutative ring and Mt ■ M¡ CMj + y.
A5. iff is a ring homomorphism for each integer k. A6. 02(w) = m2 mod 2, for each ueM. We call such an M a multiplicative ^-module over Q2. The application is once more that described in Lemma 2.1. Tensor product of vector bundles induces the structure of a commutative, filtered ring on K{X, Q2) and A5 and A6 are well known properties of the Adams operators.
Lemma 4.1. M=K{X, Q2) is a multiplicative ^-module over Q2.
Returning to the general situation, the following result is clear.
Lemma 4.2. Let M=MX © AT2 be a multiplicative ^-module over Q2, where M1 is an ideal in M such that <fik{M*)c M1 for each k. Then the quotient module M2 is a multiplicative ^-module over Q2.
In general it will not be possible to find a splitting J: TV -> M which is a ring isomorphism, where TV has its induced graded ring structure. The following result however does hold. Proof. Let x1; x2,..., xm be a homogeneous base for yV over Q2. If / is any splitting, set ut =/(x¡), 1 = z = m, and then the u t form a base for M. Define the linear map H: N -> M (g) ß by setting H(xi) = üi, 1 =z'=«z, where i¡¡ is the element of M <g> Q associated with w¡ by A3. It is easy to check that H is well defined and is independent of both / and the choice of base. But J(xt)J(xj)=J(xixj) mod Ms+t+1, where xf e 7YS and x¡ e Nt. Since tp" is a ring homomorphism, this implies zV"y =Wlj. Thus H is a ring homomorphism and its extension over yV (g) g is a ring isomorphism.
The most general result involving a splitting is the next lemma.
Lemma 4.4.
Proof. Let J(x) = u and J(y) = z». Then in the notation of the proof of the last lemma ü-v -üv. But J{SJ(2~1)(x)} = U, etc. and the first statement follows.
For the second statement notice that
by the first part, and the right-hand side is just J(x)J(y). Hence Q](2-1)J-1(J(x)J(y)) = {ßy(2-1)(x)}{ßX2-1)(>-)}. Proof. Let x represent x over ß2. In the notation of Lemma 2.13, vn={J(x)}2 mod 2 by A6, for any splitting / such that/(x) = zz0. Therefore yn = I2n{J(x)}2 mod 2, and so>'n=x2 mod 2. The result follows from Lemma 2.13 (c).
In fact, for most of this paper, it will be sufficient to restrict attention to those M for which there exists a splitting which is a ring isomorphism.
Lemma 4.7. Let J: yV ->-M, be a ring isomorphism ; then Ok is a ring homomorphism.
Lemma 4.8. Let J:N^-M, be a ring isomorphism; then 02(x) = x2 mod 2 for all xeN.
The proofs of these last two lemmas follow immediately from the axioms.
5. Truncated polynomial algebras. Let TV be a connected graded ring, generated by homogeneous elements I, xu x2,..., xm of dimensions 0<«!^«2^
• • • ^«m, where x^x*2-• -x^» is zero if and only if Hi%izmvi = k, and there are no other relations among the x¡. We say that TV is a truncated polynomial algebra of height k on generators x1; x2,..., xm.
The height of the element xfx£2-• -x|¡,m is 2i s i s m Mi-Elements which can be expressed as a sum of elements of height greater than or equal to 2 are said to be decomposable. Set J(x¡) = ut, l^i^m, which defines the required isomorphism. Let TV be a truncated polynomial algebra of height ä 3 over Q2. We may suppose that the height of TV is exactly 3, for M1 = (Mi)3 is an ideal which is a direct Summand in M, and so, by Lemma 4.2, we consider AT/AT1.
The first significant result assisting in the classification of truncated polynomial algebras is the following Proof. Take a splitting which is a ring isomorphism, by Lemma 5.1. Suppose that the theorem is false for some r, that is, if «s and nt are chosen as in the statement of the theorem, then a < Min {2«r -«s, nr -«J. Let M1 be the ideal in M generated by the elements 7(xux"), where at least one of «u or «" is greater than or equal to nr and if one of xu or x" is x" the other is not and has dimension greater than or equal to «r. Then ^"(M1)^ M1 and 7(x2) <£ AT1. Lemma 4.6 implies that Snxr = x2 mod 2 in MjM1. The required contradiction is now obtained by applying Theorem 3.3. An immediate consequence of this theorem is the following well-known result.
Theorem 5.3. Let TV be a truncated polynomial algebra of height 3:3 on one generator of dimension n. Then n = 1, 2 or 4.
Theorem 5.2 is also used to prove the following result.
[July Theorem 5.4 . Let N be a truncated polynomial algebra of height ^3 on two generators of dimensions q and r. Then (q, r) = (l, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), (2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4) or (4, 4).
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.2.
If q=r, then they have values 1, 2 or 4. We consider the three remaining possibilities (1) q<r<2q, (2) r = 2q, (3) 2q<r, without loss of generality. Suppose that (a) q and r are both odd, (b) q is odd and r is even, (c) q is even and r is odd, and (d) q and r are both even.
(l)(a) l^2q-r and 1 = r-#, which is impossible in this range.
(l)(b) 1 =2^ -r and 2 + v2(r) = r -q, but r = 2q-1 is impossible.
(l)(c) 2 + v2(q)^2q-r and l^r-q and so r=q+l and 2 + v2(q)^q-1. The possibilities are (2, 3) and (4, 5).
(l)(d) 2+v2(r)^2q-r and 2+v2(r)^r-i/. Let 2s¿q<2s+1 and so 2s<r<2s+2; 4+v2(<7)+v2(r) = (7 implies that 5 + 2s^q^2s and so 5=1, 2 or 3. It is now routine to check that the only possibilities are (4, 6) and (8, 12) .
(2) Clearly q = 1, 2 or 4 and so we obtain (1, 2), (2, 4) or (4, 8).
(3) Once more q=l, 2 or 4. If r is odd, 1 ^r-q and so r=q+1 which is impossible in this range. Therefore r is even. If <7 = 1, 2 + v2(r)^r-1, r>2 and we obtain (1,4). If q = 2 or A, then the conditions A + v2(r)^r and 6+v2(r)^r hold respectively. Neither can be satisfied if 2q > r.
Therefore to complete the proof of Theorem 5.4, it remains to eliminate the cases (4, 5), (4, 6), (4, 8) and (8, 12) . We eliminate these individually. The four arguments necessary involve four of the basic ideas necessary for the generalization to more then two generators.
We recall that since / is a ring isomorphism, there is a Cartan formula over ß2, by Corollary 4.5. The integer k will always be an odd integer. Repeated use will be made of Corollary 2.11 and Lemma 2.12.
The case (4.5). Let the generators be j>4 and ys. Then (1 -k5)S5y5 = /c4Fa(/c)S4.y5+k3T(k)S3y5 mod 25. Now S5yà=y2i mod 2 by Lemma 4.6, and T(k) = (l-k)S1. Taking k = 3 mod 4, we deduce that S^ys-yty5 mod 2 and S1yiys=yl mod 2. The second result implies that S1yi=y5 mod 2. Now
(1 -k^S^ = k5T1(k)SPyl+/c4/"2^4^+kT^S^ mod 26, which implies that (5.1) (1 -/c6)S6j4=/c5(l -k^S^ + Wl -/c2)S2S4>>4+/c5(l -/QS^S4^ mod25.
Lemma 2.13 implies that S6yi = 0mod2 and Siyi=y2 mod 2 by Lemma 4.6. Now if /c=3 mod 4, (5.1) implies that S1Ssyi = 2y § mod 4, which is immediately contradicted by taking k= 1 mod 4 in this same equation. This is one result which can be proved more simply working over the mod 2 Steenrod algebra, as in [2].
The case (4.6). Let the generators be y4 and ye. Then {l-k6)S6y6 = rc4F2(rc)5,V6 mod 24, and so S*ye=ytye mod 2 and S2yiy6=yl mod 2. The latter implies that S2yi=ye mod 2, which we shall show is impossible. Let Ok(v4) = Pyi + arfe + hyl + Wiye + drfl, and Ofc(>-e) = ^ye + e^l+fry^e+g^l
We consider the equality 0302(y4) = 0203(>>4), which we may write out explicitly in the notation introduced above. In particular we consider dimensions 6 and 12, and obtain the equations, a324(22-l) = a234(32-l) d32\2s-l) + c3a22e + b3{a2)2 + a3g2 = d23\33-l) + c2a33«+b2{a3)2+a2g3.
Since S2yt=y6 mod 2, a2 is divisible by 4 but not by 8, by Lemma 2.13, and so a3 is divisible by 2 but not by 4. Lemma 4.8 implies that d2 and c2 are divisible by 2, but g2 is not and is nonzero. This is impossible as each term in the second equation above is divisible by 4 except a3g2. The case (4.8). Let the generators be y4 and y8. Then {l-ke)SBy8 = A:4F4(A:)5'4v8 mod 28 = k\l -k^SWys mod 28 but SBye=y2i mod 2 and so SiSiyB = 2y2t mod 4. Similarly,
(1 -rc8)S8v4 = A:4(l -/c4)545474 mod 28, but Sayi=0 mod 2 and so SiSi=0 mod 4.
Let Siyi=ayl+ßyB and 5'4>'8=y>'4y8, where a= 1 mod 2,,by Lemma 4.6 and ß is even. Therefore SiSiyB = Si{yyiyB)=ßyyl and S4S4y4 = S4(ayi+i8>>8) = 2aj8y4.y8 + /Syy4y8. Hence ßy = 2 mod 4 and 2aß + ßy = 0 mod 4, which is impossible since |S is even.
The case (8.12) . Let the generators be yB and v12. Then
(1 -k12)S12yX2 = k8r{k)SByi2 mod 28 = A:8(l -¿4)S4S8>-12 mod 28, and as S12yi2=y\2 mod 2, S8>'12=y8>'12 mod 2 and S4v8>>12=>'?2 mod 2. The second result implies that 5'4>'8=yi2 mod 2. Now When there are more than two generators, Theorem 5.2 by itself soon loses its efficiency, and so we now prove a number of lemmas without restriction upon the number of generators involved. The arguments can often be expressed in a number of different ways ; at each stage we choose the one which seems to the author to be the shortest.
Let the generators of the truncated polynomial algebra yV occur as usual in dimensions «i = «2 = • • • = «m.
Define the integer t = t(n) = 2s to be the highest power of two which divides all the «¡.
Lemma 5.5. 5'5i=0mod2.
Proof. For odd k, (l-k2t)S2t-kt(l-kt)SiSt=0mod22t. But v2(l-k2t) = 3+s and v2(l-kt)=2+s, if s>0, or v2(l -kl)= 1 if s=0, for suitable k. Therefore 5^=0 mod 2.
The next lemma, which can be generalized, is closely connected with Theorem 2.1 of [18] . Once we have chosen generators for yV, there is a natural base for yV over ß2. We write I.E. for "independent elements" of this base and D.E. for decomposable elements. Also when we write yn for a generator, it is assumed that this generator has dimension n. Lemma 5.6. Let yn be a generator where « = (2/c + l)2s, k>0; then there is a generator yn-t such that Styn-t=yn + I.F. mod 2.
Proof. Suppose that there is no generator yn-t with this property. For odd k, (l-kn)Snyn = kn-tTt(k)Sn~tyn mod 22t = kn-'(l-k^S'S"-^» mod 22t.
Since Snyn=y2 mod 2 and v2(l-/c")=v2(l -/cf), it follows that there exists an element z e yV2n_t with Stz=yfl mod 2. This element z must be a linear combination of generators of dimension 2« -t, products of generators of dimension n -t with yn and other elements which when we apply S* can give no contribution to the coefficient of y\ mod 2. But our hypothesis on yn implies that no product of a generator of dimension n -t with yn can give a nonzero contribution to y2 mod 2 under SK Thus there exists a generator y2n-t with Sty2n-t=y2 + I.F. mod 2, and by suitable choice of generators of dimension 2« -t it can be assumed to be the only generator with this property. Now if there exists a generator ,y2n-2t of dimension 2n -2i with S*y2n-2t = J>2»~í+LE. mod 2, the coefficient of y\ in StSty2n-at m°d 2 is 1, which contradicts Lemma 5.5 . Hence y2n-t is a generator possessing those properties which characterized yn. Therefore there exists an infinite sequence of generators of dimensions n,2n-t,An-3t,...,2"n-(2q -l)t, ... which contradicts the fact that yV is finitely generated. Thus our initial hypothesis was false and the lemma is proved. The proof is clear from that of Lemma 5.6. Using Lemma 5.6, we now show how as a first step in classifying truncated polynomial algebras on more than two generators, it is possible to ignore odd dimensional generators. More precisely, we show how to find an ideal M1 in M which is a direct summand and is stable under the 4>k, such that the graded ring corresponding to M/M1 is just the subring of yV generated by the even-dimensional generators.
First consider a generator yx, of dimension one. Choose a J such that O*^) = kyx +aky\, for all k. This is possible, for by the technique described after Theorem 3.3, by altering the splitting on yx we can ensure that (b2(yx) = 2yx + a2y2x. Further we may still assume that / is a ring isomorphism by extending the splitting at each stage in the induction argument given in the discussion after Theorem 3.3 to be a ring isomorphism. The commuting condition then implies that ^>k(yx) = kyx + aky\ for all k. Now the ideal in M generated by J(yx) is a direct summand in M which is stable under the ipk, so by Lemma 4.2 we may divide out by this ideal and in this manner neglect generators of dimension one. Now consider a generator y2n+x, «>0. Lemma 5.4 implies the existence of a generator y2n and these generators may be chosen such that S1y2n=y2n+X. It follows that (bk(y2n)=k2ny2n + ak2n)y2n+x + higher-dimensional elements, where v2(afn)) = 2n-1. Now ak2n)22n\ =a22n)k2n(k-1), so if k= -1 mod 4, then ak2n) is odd and so it is a unit in ß2. Therefore choose these generators and a splitting J which is a ring isomorphism so that 0/_1(>'2n) = v2" + >'2n+1. Since 0_10-1 = 01, the identity, we have that (^~1(y2n+x)= -y2n+i-Let this process be performed simultaneously for each odd-dimensional generator with dimension greater than one and let M1 be the ideal in M generated by the J(yt), where yt runs over all the odddimensional generators as above.
Lemma 5.8. ^(M1)^ M1, for each k.
Proof. OfcO"1(>'2n+1) = 0-10^2n+1), and so 0*(j2n+1)= -4>-14>fc(>»aB+1). It follows that when Ok(j>2n+1) is expressed in terms of the base, it is independent of even-dimensional generators and of products of even-dimensional generators. The result follows.
Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, consider M/M1, whose corresponding graded ring is just the subring of yV generated by the even-dimensional generators. Until Theorem 5.15, it is assumed that all the generators of yV occur in even dimensions. Once and for all, certain choices of generators are made. Whenever there is a generator yin+2, «> 0, there is a generator yin, by Lemma 5.6, and it is assumed that the generators are chosen so that S2yin=yin+2. Also S2y'in is independent of yin+2 for any other generator of dimension 4«.
A simple verification based on Corollary 2.11 implies that S2S2 = S3S1 mod 2 and so S2yin+2=0 mod 2. If in addition S2yin+2 = 0 mod 4 or S2yin+2 = D.E. mod 4, by using the technique described after Theorem 3.3, it can be assumed that S2yin+2 =0 or S2yin+2 = D.F. respectively. All the above choices are compatible with the splitting remaining a ring isomorphism.
Lemma 5.9. í(TV) = 2sá4.
Proof. Let ym be a generator with m not divisible by 2S+1. Theorem 5.2 implies that 2+s^ Min {2m -mx, m -m2}, where mi and m2 are given by that proposition. But v2{2m -mi) and v2{m -m2) are greater than or equal to s. Therefore 2m -mi ïï2s, m-m2^2s, and so 2+s^2s, which implies that s^2.
Lemma 5.10. Let yBn+i, «>0, be a generator of highest possible dimension not divisible by 8. Then there is a generator of dimension greater than 8« -4 «or divisible by 4.
Proof. Suppose that the conclusion is false and there are no generators of dimension 8« -2 or 8« + 2. As usual for odd k, {l-kBn+i)S8n + iyBn+i = k8n+2T2{k)S8n+2yBn+ll+kBnTi{k)SBny8n+i mod 26.
For dimensional reasons S2SBn+2yBn+i and S2S2SBnyBn+i are independent of ytn+i, and since S8n + iyBn+i=yBn+i mod 2, there are generators of dimension 8« such that 54y8n=y8n+4 + I.E. mod 2. Choose the generators in dimension 8« so that y8n is the only generator with this property and let 5'4y8n=>'8n+4.
We shall obtain two contradictory results on the coefficient of y8ny8n+i m S4S8n.y8n mod 4.
First it is shown that this coefficient is zero. Theorem 2.10 implies that 28"{(i_28«+4)58n+4>'8n + 22(l-28', + 2)58n+aÔ2>'8n} = 0 mod28n + 4, and so S8n+4y8n = 0 mod 4. Also, for odd k, {l-kBn+4)58n+*yBn = kSn+2T2{k)San + 2yBn + k8nT\k)S8ny8n mod 26.
But S2S8n+2y8n and S2S2S8ny8n are independent of y8ny8n+i for dimensional reasons, and so the coefficient of y8nyBn+i in SiSBny8n mod 4 is zero.
Using an alternative argument, we show that this coefficient must be 2. Since there are no odd-dimensional elements, it can be verified from Corollary 2.11 that 5454 = SeS2 mod 2. Therefore if there exists a generator y16n, the coefficient of >,8nJ,8n+4 in ■S4y16nmod2 is zero, since SiSiyi6n = SeS2y16n mod 2 and the coefficient of y8n+4 on the right-hand side is zero.
Let 58n>'8n=a_v¡n+í3yien + yy8n_4y8n+4 + I.E., where a is odd, ß, y are even and y8n-i is a typical generator of dimension 8« -4. Then the coefficient of y8n in SiyBn^i mod 2 is zero, for SiSiy8n^i = S6S2yBn-i mod 2 and there are no generators of dimension 8«-2. Thus the coefficient of y8ny8n+i in SiS8nyBn mod 4 is 2a=2. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5.11. Let TV have a generator of dimension 4«+ 2, «>0. Then (a) TV has generators of dimensions 4« -2 or 8« -2, (b) TV has generators of dimensions 4«-2 or 8«.
Proof of (b). Ofc(>'4n) = A:4n>'4n + flte4n)>'4n+2 +higher-dimensional elements. But a(fc4n)24B(l -22) = a24n)A4n(l -k2) and since v2(a2iny) = 4« -2, it follows that v2(aiin))= 1.
The argument we now use is of a type which will occur repeatedly and so we give it in some detail. Let £Sf be the coefficient of yln+ 2 in Ofc(>>(). Consider the coefficient of J'ln+2 in 0205(j>4n) = 0502(jv) modulo 4. The coefficient of y\n+2 in 2^5(yin) mod 4 is 54n£(24n) + a(54n)£24n + 2). There is no contribution from the higher-dimensional elements in the expression for 05(y4n) modulo 4 for dimensional reasons, using Lemma 2.13(b). Now consider 0502(y4n) mod 4. As we are considering coefficients in dimension 8«+ 4, it is sufficient to consider ®2iy*n) in dimensions 8«, 8«+ 2, and 8«+4. Let
where the first group of terms are typical elements of dimension 8« and w2 lies in dimension 8«+2. Now w2 is divisible by 2 and so the coefficient of y\n+2 in 05 (w2) is divisible by 4, by the same argument as above which implied that v2(a(54n)) is not zero. The contribution from a<24n)j'2" is likewise zero mod 4, since a^n) is divisible by 2 and O5 is a ring homomorphism. There is no contribution from y4n_4y4n+4, etc., for dimensional reasons. Therefore if there are no generators of dimension 4«-2 or 8«, the coefficient of y2in+2 in 0502(y4n) mod 4 is t,2in>58n+i. Thereforê 4n)58n + 4 = 54^(24n)+a(54n)^4n + 2) mod 4 or 54.^ _ 5*" + 4){<4»> = a«»)g« + 2) mo(J 4 an(J so i».(54n>£24n+2)=0 mod 4. This is false, as £(24n + 2) is odd, by Lemma 4.8, and we have shown above that as4"' is not divisible by 4. Therefore there is a generator of dimension 4« -2 or a generator of dimension 8«. This argument is a direct generalization of the argument that eliminated the special case (4, 6) in Theorem 5.4. After some practice, such arguments can be performed mentally and so we abbreviate the above to Considering y\n+2 in F(2, 5 ; yin) mod 4, where S2yin = yin+2 (and hence v2{dlsn)) = 1), deduce the existence of a generator of dimension 4«-2or8n, where "considering y|n+2 in F(2, 5; y4n) mod 4" means, considering the coefficient of y2n+2 in the equation 0205(y4n) = 0502(>>4n) mod 4.
Proof of Lemma 5.11 (a) . Considering y^yin+2 in F(2, 5;yin) mod 8, where S2yin=yin+2, deduce the existence of a generator of dimension 4« -2 or 8« -2.
The next theorem is the classification theorem, assuming that TV has only evendimensional generators. The proof will involve the elimination of several particular cases. These will be considered separately at the end of this section. We shall write [«!, «2,... ] , as distinct from (nu n2,...) to include the possibility of having more than one generator in a given dimension. Theorem 5.12. Let the generators ofN be even dimensional and not more than five in number; then the set of dimensions of these generators is a union of sets taken from (2), (A), (2, A, 6), (2, 4, 6, 8) and (2, A, 6, 8, 10) . This is the main part of the proof of Theorem 1.1, and the proof will take most of the remainder of this section. We assume the hypotheses of Theorem 5.12 until Theorem 5.15 is reached. Lemma 5.13 . Let N have a generator of dimension greater than 14. Then N has a generator whose dimension is greater than 8 and is not divisible by A.
Proof. Suppose first that the generator of highest dimension occurs in dimension 16. Theorem 5.2 implies that there is a generator of dimension greater than 8. If there are no generators of dimension 10 or 14, there must be a generator of dimension 12 and again applying Theorem 5.2, there must be a generator of dimension 8. Lemma 5.10 implies that there is a generator of dimension 6 and so, by Lemma 5.6 , there is a generator of dimension 4. Therefore it is necessary to eliminate the special case (4, 6, 8, 12, 16) . implies that there exists a generator of dimension « with v2(n) < v2(m). But 16 is less than« -2-v2(n), for 2r is less than 2r+1 -2 -r if r = 3, and so«> 16. After applying Theorem 5.2 a finite number of times, we deduce the existence of a generator of dimension > 16 and not divisible by 8. If it is not divisible by 4 we are done; otherwise we apply Lemma 5.10 to complete the proof. Lemma 5.14. Excluding the case (2, A, 6, 8, 10) , the highest-dimensional generator of N with dimension not divisible by A occurs in dimension 2 or 6.
Proof. First suppose that the generator of highest dimension not divisible by 4 occurs in dimension 4«+ 2, with «>3. Lemma 5.6 implies the existence of a generator of dimension 4« and Lemma 5.11(a) implies one of dimension 4« -2. Again apply Lemma 5.6 to deduce the existence of a generator of dimension 4« -4 and Lemma 5.11(a) to show that there is a generator of dimension 4« -6. Finally Lemma 5.6 implies the existence of a generator of dimension 4« -8. There are now at least six generators and so this case is disregarded.
Therefore suppose that 14 is the highest dimension which occurs and is not divisible by 4. As above, deduce the existence of generators of dimensions 12, 10 and 8. Now Lemma 5.11 implies that either there is a generator of dimension 6 or a generator of dimension 16. If there is a generator of dimension 6, then there is a generator of dimension 4 and there are at least six generators. Therefore the only possibility with which we are concerned is (16, 14, 12, 10, 8) , which will be considered at the end of the section.
Next suppose that the generator of highest dimension not divisible by 4 occurs in dimension 10. It follows as above that there exist generators in dimensions 8, 6 and 4. Using Theorem 5.2, it is easy to check that there are just four possible sets of dimensions, namely [4, 6, 8, 10] , (2, 4, 6, 8, 10) (A, 6, 8, 10, 12) or (4, 6, 8, 10, 16) . All except (2, 4, 6, 8, 10) will be eliminated.
This completes the proof of the lemma. Proof of Theorem 5.12. If all generators lie in a single dimension, it follows from Theorem 5.2 that this dimension is 2 or 4.
If all generators lie in just two dimensions, then the first part of the proof of Theorem 5.4 implies that these dimensions are [2, 4] , [4, 6] , [4, 8] or [8, 12] and Lemmas 5.11 and 5.10 imply that [4, 6] and [8, 12] are impossible. It remains to eliminate [4, 8] .
Suppose that there are three distinct dimensions. Then Theorem 5.14 implies that 6 or 2 is the highest possible dimension not divisible by 4. Therefore by Lemma 5.13, the generators all must lie in dimensions 2, 4, 6, 8 or 12. Using Lemma 5.10, Lemma 5.11 and Lemma 5.6, there are just three possibilities [2, 4, 6] , [2, 4, 8] or [4, 6, 8] . Now Corollary 5.7 implies that there can be at most two generators of dimension 6 ; therefore it is only necessary to eliminate (2, 4, 4, 6, 6) , [2, 4, 8] and [4, 6, 8] .
Suppose that there are four distinct dimensions. The arguments used above reduce this to the consideration of [2, 4, 6, 8] and [4, 6, 8, 12] . In the first case there can only be one generator of dimension 6, by Corollary 5.7, and so we need just eliminate (2, 4, 6, 8, 8) . The second case will be shown to be impossible.
Finally we come to the case of five distinct dimensions, which by Lemmas 5.13 and 5.14 must be (2, 4, 6, 8, 10) or (2, 4, 6, 8, 12) . The second case will be eliminated. Therefore, except for the elimination of several particular cases, the proof of Theorem 5.12 is completed.
It is no longer assumed that all the generators have even dimensions. Theorem 5.15. Let Nhavenotmore than five generators; then the set of dimensions of these generators is a union of sets taken from (1), (2), (4), (2, 3), (2, 4, 6) , (2, 3, 4, 5) (2, 4, 6, 8) , (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and (2, A, 6, 8, 10) .
Take a splitting of the type constructed after Corollary 5.7. For the reasons explained there, we may ignore any generators of dimension 1. Also notice that for such a splitting, >S2n+1j2m+1=0, for all «j and «. Lemma 5.16 . Let N have a generator of dimension 4«+1. Then N has a generator of dimension An-I or 8« -1. Proof . From the construction of the splitting, it follows that there is a unique generator yin such that S1yin=yin+1. Let Ote(j»4") = kinyin + akln)yin+x + higher-dimensional elements.
Thenv2 ( Suppose that yV has a generator of odd dimension greater than one. If the evendimensional generators occur in just one dimension, it must be 2 or 4. It follows from Lemma 5.16 that the only possibility is [2, 3] , and by Corollary 5.7, we have (2, 3), (2, 2, 3, 3) or (2, 2, 2, 3, 3).
If the even-dimensional generators occur in just two dimensions, they are 2 and 4. Again using Lemma 5.16, the possibilities are [2, 3, 4] or [2, 3, 4, 5] where in the first case there are at least as many generators of dimension 2 as there are of dimension 3 and in the second case there can only be more than one generator in dimension 2 or 4.
If even generators occur in three dimensions, they are [2, 4, 6] . The possibilities are [2, 3, 4, 6] , [2, 4, 6, 7] or (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) . The first two cases will be considered later.
If even-dimensional generators occur in four dimensions, they are [2, 4, 6, 8] . The possibilities are (2, 3, 4, 6, 8) or (2, 4, 6, 7, 8) , once more using Lemma 5.16. Therefore to complete the proof of Theorem 5.15, it remains to consider the special cases above and those remaining from Theorem 5.12, which are (8, 10, 12, 14, 16) , (4, 6, 8, 12, 16) , (4, 6, 8, 10, 16) , (4, 6, 8, 10, 12) , [4, 6, 8, 12] , [4, 6, 8, 10] , [4, 6, 8] , [2, 4, 8] , [4, 8] , (2, 3, 4, 6, 8) , (2, 4, 6, 7, 8) , [2, 3, 4, 6] and [2, 4, 6, 7] . It is also necessary to consider [2, 4, 6, 8] and [2, 4, 6] . The details will be given in rather greater length than is usually the case, as the techniques used are not standard and these exceptional cases tend to correspond to those examples which cannot easily be eliminated working with the Steenrod algebra. We remind the reader of the choices of generators that are made after Lemma 5.8. Also, when there are no odd-dimensional generators, <&k{y2t) = k2t 2iSo R2'{k)y2t, for all k. It follows from the definition of F2i (2), that 22<!-,)F2i(2)y2t = 52iv2i mod 4; in particular F2i(2)j2i = S2ty2t mod 4. (8, 10, 12, 14, 16) . Considering .y?4 in F(2, 5; v12) mod 4, deduce that F4(5)Vi0 = v14 mod 2. Considering yi0yn in F(2, 5; j^o) mod 4, obtain a contradiction. (4, 6, 8, 12, 16) . Considering y% in F(2, 5 ; yt) mod 64, deduce that Siyi = ayl +ßy8, where v2(«)=0 and v2(ß)=\. Considering v12 in F(2, 5; v4) mod 4, deduce that F4(5) = D.E. mod 2. Considering >>22 in F(2, 5; vi2) mod 16, obtain a contradiction.
(4, 6, 8, 10, 16) . The argument below which applies to [4, 6, 8, 10] will work here. 6 . We now give the proofs of the results stated in §1. Let Y be a finite complex with H*(Y, Z) free of 2-torsion. Then K{Y, Q2) is a multiplicative ^-module over Q2 by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 4.1. If Fis not finite but has finite skeletons, we consider a skeleton of sufficiently high dimension, whose homology is free of 2-torsion, as all arguments are carried out at a finite stage in the cohomology. Then Theorem 1.4 follows from Theorem 3.3 and the remarks following Lemma 2.13. Theorem 1.3 is a consequence of Theorem 5.2, since if cohomology with Z2 coefficients occurs in even dimensions only, the integral cohomology and homology are free of 2-torsion. The requirement in Theorem 5.2 that the height of the truncated polynomial algebra be exactly 3 is not significant, by the remarks before that theorem. Theorem 1.2 likewise follows from Theorem 5.15.
In the proof of Theorem 1.1, we use the F*-theory of [11 ] , complex F-theory with are the same as those given in Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.4. The proof however is much longer as there is no analogue of condition A3.
